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Abstract 
In this paper we give a proof of the following statement: “Every irreducible integrable 
representation of level / > 0 of affine Kac-Moody algebra occurs in the tensor product of 
/ highest weight modules of level 1.” The techniques of the proof use a result due to Kac and 
Wakimoto (1986) which is a particular case of the Parthasaraty-Ranga Rao-Varadarajan 
conjecture, proved in (Kumar, 1988; Littelmann, preprint; Mathieu, 1989). 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we give an easy proof of the following statement: every integrable 
irreducible standard module of affine Kac-Moody algebras occurs in a tensor product 
of standard modules of level one (known as basic modules [4]). This statement is 
studied by Xie [ 12, 131 in the case of untwisted affine Lie algebras. His study is based 
on the classification of untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebras (see [7]) and on a case 
by case analysis. It requires long and difficult calculation. Since every standard 
module occurs in a tensor product of fundamental modules, Xie checks in every case 
whether a chosen fundamental weight occurs in the set of weights of tensor products 
of standard modules of level one. Then he checks directly if there is a primitive vector 
associated to this weight. If this exists it generates a submodule isomorphic to the 
fundamental module. If there is no primitive vector associated to this weight then the 
standard module associated to this weight does not occur in the tensor product. In the 
case of affine algebras of type A!,‘) and Cp’, every fundamental module is a basic 
module so there is nothing to prove. In the other cases, the level of fundamental 
weights is not always one and in these cases the fundamentals modules are not basic. 
With the analysis as resumed above he proved the statement for the affine 
Kac-Moody algebras of type Fy’, G’:‘, EL’), E’:‘, and F’,” and he gives conjectures 
for types Bkl’ and D(l) In this paper I give an easy and general proof based on a key 
lemma which is a pr”oposition given by Kac and Wakimoto [S], see also [7, exercise 
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11.171, and which is a special case of the Parthasaraty-Ranga Rao-Varadarajan 
conjecture (P-R-V) proved recently by Kumar [9], Mathieu [l l] and Littelman [lo]. 
At the same time Bos and Misra [l] give a proof of this statement for the classical case 
using the theory of crystal bases. This paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2, 
we give basic concepts and notions of affine Lie algebras and standard modules [7]. In 
Section 3 we give a key lemma. In Section 4, we state and prove our result. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Ajfine Kac-Moody algebras 
Let I = (0, 1, . . . , Z}, 1 2 1. Recall that an affine matrix is a square matrix 
A = (aij)i,jsl such that aii = 2, - aijE Z+ for i # j and aij = 0 implies aji = 0. There 
exists a unique (ao, aI, . . . , al) of positive relatively prime integers called the null- 
vector of A such that (a,, al, . . . , al)’ A = 0, where ‘A denotes the transpose of A. Two 
matrices are called equivalent if they can be obtained from each other by a reordering 
of I. A complete list of affine matrices up to equivalence is given in a table in [7, Ch. 41. 
Affine matrices in this table are denoted by their type X$‘, where XN is the type of the 
“underlying” simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra (see [6]) and I is the so-called tier 
number. The number h = Cierai is called the Coxeter number of A. Note that ‘A is 
again affine. The corresponding null-vector is denoted by (a:, a 1” , . . . , al” ), the tier 
number by r ” and the Coxeter number by h”. The number h” is called the dual 
Coxeter number of A. We keep the ordering of I as given in [7, Ch. 43. For this 
ordering, we have, in particular, a,$’ = 1 and a0 = 1 (resp. a0 = 2) if A # A’;?,’ (resp. 
A = AZ’). In what follows we shall fix an affine matrix A of type Xi). Let g = g(A) be 
the affine Kac-Moody algebra associated to A. Let h be its Cartan subalgebra, 
n = {ao, al, . . . ,ar}ch*thesetofsimpleroots,n” ={a~,a~,...,alv}ct,the 
set of simple coroots, A the root system and (. I.) a symmetric bilinear form defined in 
these bases by the following formula [7, Ch. 61: 
(ClilGlj) = &i&j, i,jEZ, (1) 
where &i = aiv a,: ’ . The set ZI is called the root basis and (. I.) is called the normalized 
invariant form for the matrix A. It follows from [7, Ch. l] that the center of g is 
one-dimensional and is spanned by 
K=i ai”Cli”. 
i=O 
The element K is called the canonical central element. Fix an element d ~g which 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(ai,d)=O fori=l,..., I and (ao,d)=l. (3) 
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The element d is called the scaling element. It is clear that the elements al, 
a:, . . . ,a Iv, d form a basis of lj. Note that 
g = Cg, gl@Cd. (4) 
To describe the basis of h*, we define an element A0 E h* by 
(&,cr:)=&i fori=O,l,..., I and (A,,d)=O. (3 
Then q,, q, . . . , CQ, A, is a basis of h* and further 
(ail/lo) = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,l; (~01~0) = a, l and (A,l_4,) = 0. 
The mapping v : lj + lj* defined by ( I. ) is given as follows: 
tli” V(ai” ) = Uicliy v(K) = 6 and v(d) = ao/iO, 
(6) 
(7) 
where 6 is the vector in lj* defined by 
6 = i UiUi. 
i=O 
(8) 
Note that 
44 = ao, iQ")=O, i=O ,..., 1. (9) 
2.2. The Weyl group 
Let r=(l)...) l}cI, R=(q ,...) at}, ii” ={a,V )...) cq}, Q=iZii, 
Q” =ZR”,Sj=@R”.0nehasfrom[7,Ch.6]~~v(~”)ifr=1,andQcQ” if 
r > 1. Then lj = Zj@JX@Cd and h* = zj*@@~o@@6. For Aelj* we denote its 
restriction to 5 by x Then we have the following useful formula for I E lj* such that 
A(K) # 0: 
n=X+(n,K)A,+(llAo)6. (10) 
Define the following important lattice M as follows: let M = Q if r ” = 1 and 
M = Q ” if r ” > 1. Let ri E GL(h*), iel, be the fundamental reflection, i.e. 
ri(A) =A- (~,Criv)ai, AElj*, (11) 
and let W = (ri, ill) be the group generated by the ri. The group W is called the 
Weyl group. Note that Q and Q* are W-invariant. Let A” = WI7 and A Vre = WZZ ” 
be the sets of real roots and real coroots, respectively. Let d = Areno and 3 “IenQ ” . 
If u = O(Mi)E A’“, then M ” = m(ai”)e A “Ie is well defined. Let r, = wrim- ‘. Then we 
have 
r=(l) = 1 - (I, ~1” )a, 
where ;1~Ij* for u~t)*; we define the automorphism t, for ash* by 
t=(A) = 1 + (A, K)cr - ((2la) + +lalZ(2, K)) 6. 
(12) 
(13) 
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Let w = (ri; i E f); m is a finite subgroup of W and we have 
w = t&4w, (14) 
where tM = {t., u E M). Note that ri(A,) = A0 for i = 1,2, . . . , I; we deduce that 
W operates trivially on CA0 + C6. Note also that 
t&4,) = A, + a - +lcr126. (15) 
2.3. Standard modules 
Set 
P=(il~lj*l(A,a~)EZ;i=O ,..., l>, 
P+={~~P1(5av)EiZ+;i=o,...,I) 
and 
P: ={IEP+I(1,K)=k}. 
Let eo, el, . . . , el be the nonzero root vectors in g associated to ao, . . . , al and 
fOLfi9 . . . ,fi be the nonzero root vectors in g associated to - CI~, . . . , - al. Let n+ be 
the subalgebra of g generated by eo, el, . . . , ez and let n- be the subalgebra of 
g generated byfo,fi, . . . ,f;. By the construction of g (see [7, Ch. 11) 
g=n-OhOn+. (16) 
Let B+ = lj@n+. For 1~lj*, let CA, be the trivial P-module defined by 
h.1 = I(h), x.1 =o 
for all x in+ and h E lj. Let M(I) be the induced g-module defined by 
(17) 
M(I) = U(g) 0 CA. (18) 
This module is called the Verma module. Let M(A)’ be the largest proper g-submodule 
in M(A). Then the g-module L(1) is defined by 
L(1) = M@)/M@)‘. (19) 
It is an irreducible g-module with highest weight A. These modules are called highest 
weight standard (cyclic) modules [7, Ch. 91, and all standard modules are constructed 
in this manner. Furthermore the module L(I) is integrable (i.e. the elements ei,J for 
i = 0, . . . , n act locally nilpotently on L(1)) if and only if I E P+ . The central element 
K operates on L(1) by the scalar operation (A, K)ILcl). In particular, 
(A, K) = (p, K) for every PEP(A), where P(I) is the set of weights of L(A). The 
number 
k=(l,K)= i ay(il,a:) 
i=O 
(20) 
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is called the level of AE h* or of the module L(I). If AE P, , the level of I is 
a nonnegative integer; it is zero if and only if the labels (A, ai” ) of I are all zero then 
dim L(1) = 1. If L(A) is integrable and dim L(A) # 1 then the level of L(1) is a positive 
integer. 
Let _4i (i = 0, 1, . . . , I) be the fundamental weights: 
(/ii,~~~)=~Sij,j=O,l, ,.., 1 and (Ai,d)=O. 
Note that 
(21) 
Ai = Ai + U~/io~ (22) 
where ii,, = 0 and jI1, . . . , A, are the fundamental weights of 9 where Cj is the 
Kac-Moody algebra associated to the matrix A obtained from A by deleting the 0th 
row and column (CJ is simple finite dimensional). Note that P+ = ‘$=,,Z+Ai + @6. It 
is clear that the level of A E P+ is one, if and only if A = Ai mod @6 and i is such that 
Ui” = 1; in particular the level of A, is always one. 
3. Key lemma 
The key lemma will play a crucial role in the proof of the main result. First let me 
start with two lemmas useful in the proof of the key lemma. 
Lemma 3.1 (Kac [7, Prop. 11.43). Let IE P, and p, VE P(I). Then (All) 2 (p(v) and 
equality holds $ and only if ~1 = v and p E W . ,I. 
Set Q’ = E’n. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 1~ P+ and /3~ Q’\O. Then we have (A + PI/?) > 0. 
Proof. If fi E Q’ \O, then /I = CiErkiCri and ki E Z + . Therefore 
(2 + PIP) = 4 C ki(ailai)((A @iv > + 1) > 0 
id 
for ;1 with positive level. Cl 
(23) 
Key Lemma 3.3 (Kac and Wakimoto [8]). Let 1, p, v E P, and CSE W be such that 
v = (r(A) + #u. 
Then: 
(24) 
(a) For all OE W, multlcl,(v + p - o(p + p)) = a,,,. 
(b) The multiplicity of L(v) in L(I)@L(p) is one. 
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Proof. For w = 1 (a) is clear. If o # 1, then (v +pIp + p -o(j~ +p)) > 0 by 
Lemma 3.2 since p+p-o(~++)EQ+, and we have Iv+p-o(p++p)l’ 
- 11l2 = Iv + PI2 + INJ + PI2 - w + PldP + PI -(P + PN - w + PIP + PI - IA 
l2 > lv + PI2 + lp + PI2 - 2(v + pip + P) - IAl = Iv + p -(P + P)12 - IAl = 
lw(A)l” - lAl2 = 0. Thus, Iv + p - o(p + p)12 - [Al2 > 0 and hence (Lemma 3.1) 
v + p - w(p + p) is not a weight of L(A), which completes the proof of (a). Part (b) 
follows from (a) and the Ruth “outer multiplicity" formula (cf. [3]). The multiplicity of 
L(v) in W)OL(A is Cw.w a(o)multA(v + p - w(p + p)). 0 
Remark. The key lemma is a particular case of the following proposition known as 
the Parthasaraty-Ranga Rao-Varadarajan conjecture proved by [9-l 11: 
Proposition 3.4. Let 2, p E P+ and a, w E W be such that 
v = o(n) + a(p) 
is a dominant weight. Then L(v) occurs in the tensor product of L(I)@L(p). 
(25) 
4. The main result 
Lemma 4.1 (Kac [7, Lemma 12.41). Let X = (1~ Ij* I Re(1, K) > 0} be the Tits cone 
and let 1 E X, then W.ln{ p E Ij* I Re(p, a” ) 0 for all i} consists of a single element. In 
particular, if,? E P has a positive level, then the set P, n W.R consists of a single element. 
Theorem 4.2. Let v E P!+ , ke N, and let 1 E N, 1 c k. Then for any 1 E Pt+, there exists 
PEP’; with m + 1 = k such that the module L(v) occurs with multiplicity one in the 
tensor product L(A)@ L( p). 
Proof. Since (v - A)(K) # 0 there exists ~7 E W and ,UE P+ such that ~-l(v - A) = /A 
(Lemma 4.1). Hence v = o(p) + il and the theorem follows from the key lemma. 
Corollary 4.3. Let A.EP+ be of positive level 1. Then for any 01, 02, . . . , Ol_1 EP:, 
there exists Ot E P: such that the module L(1) occurs with multiplicity at least one in the 
tensor product L(OI)@L(02)@ ... @L(OJ. 
Proof. For 1 = 1 there is nothing to prove. For I> 1 let ,u = Or + O2 + ... + O,_ 1. 
Then it is clear that L(p) occurs with multiplicity one in L(O1)@ 
L(02)@ ... @L(Ot_l). By Lemma 4.1 there exists CE W such that O1 = 
6 ‘(A - p) E P+ . It is obvious that O,EP$ and ;1= a(@,) + ,u. Thus by the theorem 
L(I) occurs with multiplicity one in L(p)@L(O,) and therefore with multiplicity at 
least one in L(O,)@L(O,)@ ... OL(Ot). 
In a recent work by Dong and Lepowsky [2], see also Frenkel and Zhu [S], the 
level 1 a standard module L(l&) is given a structure of a vertex operator algebra for 
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?j of type ADE, denoted L(I, 0). Moreover, it is proved that every module which occurs 
in a tensor product of 1 standard modules of level one (basic modules) is an irreducible 
module for the vetex operator algebra L&O). The construction in [2] is generalized by 
Xie [12] to the other types of affine Lie algebras. Using Corollary 4.3, we can conclude 
that the method in [2] in fact proves in general that every highest weight standard 
module of g is an irreducible module for the vertex operator algebra L&O). 
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